OPM Breach: Foreign Travel

Boeing employees traveling abroad for business or pleasure should be mindful to

- Assume governments of countries you are visiting are aware of your US-government affiliation—be vigilant.
- Safeguard your belongings, such as personal items, driver's license, and passport.
- Leave any electronic devices at home. If you require a laptop for business, ensure it is a clean, company-provided, loaner laptop. The Enterprise Hand-Carry Authorization Document (EHAD) is an enterprise online hand-carry permission process, which allows for all US-based employees traveling outside of the United States to submit a request to hand-carry Boeing-owned or controlled property.
- Avoid risky behavior or embarrassing situations where foreign intelligence can attempt to blackmail you into disclosing sensitive information.
- Be aware that any non-US persons you reported on your SF-86 may find themselves under risk for blackmail by their own country and may be compromised.
- Report to security anything unusual, such as undue scrutiny when entering or exiting the country, suspicion that your activities are being monitored, unwarranted searches of your personal belongings or hotel room, and any instances of odd questioning.

Do not hesitate to call your local Security professionals if you have any questions.